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Social Guide of Olivetti Showroom  

in Venice
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I’m visiting the Olivetti Showroom

My name is

On ........................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................................................

At ........................................................................................................................................................................ 
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How do I get to the Showroom?

autobus waterbus

car

train

by foot
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1. Introduction

This guide was created to help you visit 

the Olivetti Showroom in Venice.  

In this guide you will see:

• where you can go

• what you can do

• which are the rules.

To enter the Olivetti Showroom you have 

to pass through the glass doors. 

2. Entrance
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3. Ticket counter

At the ticket counter you can see a sign 

with this picture

This means that the people who work here 

can help you and are ready to answer  

your questions. 

When you are in front of the ticket counter 

wait in line behind the persons who 

arrived before you and wait until they  

all have their tickets.

When there is nobody before you, go  

and talk to the person behind the desk, 

who will give you your the ticket.

Here you might meet many people talking.



5. Rules
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4. What you can do at Olivetti Showroom

At the Olivetti Showroom you can

•  Visit the ground floor and the first floor

•  Look at some old typewriters  

and calculating machines

•  Look at the sculpture of Alberto Viani

•  Look at the furniture of the Showroom

•  Look at Saint Mark Square from  

the windows at the ground  

and first floor.

When you walk into the Showroom  

you must follow these rules

• Walk slowly

• Speak quietly

• You can take photos without flash.

In the Showroom you cannot

• Eat and drink

•  Touch the typewriters  

and calculating machines.



7. Stairs
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You have to climb the central staircase  

of the Showroom to go to the first floor. 

There is no elevator.

If you have a wheelchair you can visit  

the ground floor.

There are people who can help you  

at the Showroom Olivetti. 

These people have a badge.

You can ask these people questions.

They are happy that you are visiting  

the Olivetti Showroom.

6. Who can help you
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At the Olivetti Showroom you can buy 

notebooks or books that can remind you 

your visit.

9. Exit

When you finish your visit at the Showroom 

you can go out the way you came in.

If you enjoyed your visit, you can come 

back whenever you want.

8. Shop


